
IT IMPLEMENTER 
 

Location: The Netherlands / Europe / UK / Remote 
Fulltime 
Permanent contract / Temporary hiring. 
 
The Job: 
The Implementer role will be concerned with supporting the deployment of the solution to the site / 
users. 

For most implementations there will be a “Cutover” where the current systems are taken off-line and 
the new system will be made operational. Often this takes place over a weekend to avoid impacting 
the day to day operation of the business. 

Typical tasks will include the supervision of the processing of Golden Orders, and executing basic 
system tests, and data validations, once the transition is complete. 

When the systems commence live operation, the IT Implementer will provide user support, 
responding to queries raised, and resolving issues that arise, in conjunction with the Applications 
Teams. 

Once steady state operation has been achieved, it will be the responsibility of the IT Implementer to 
provide the documentation describing the solution and setting out the key features and processes, 
that are needed by the Global Service Desk, and the other teams that will support the solution in the 
years to come, once the project has been delivered. 

Expectations: 

The  IT Business Analyst, will provide a comprehensive handover of the project to the IT 
Implementer, providing detailed information on the IT solution in preparation for the 
implementation phase of the project. 

At the point at which the IT Implementer joins the project, the IT solution will have already been 
designed, developed and tested, and will be ready for deployment. 

The IT Implementer will join the project team and will be based at the site where the solution is to be 
deployed and operate. 

About G-Nius 

G-Nius is a project-based consultancy company, specialized in Energy & Utilities, IT Logistics & 
Warehouse Management Services and ICT infrastructure. 

If you're interested in this vacancy or if you want to recieve more information, please contact Marcel 
Roestenberg via mroestenberg@g-nius.nl or call: +31 (0) 6 46923674 

 


